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Waterfall Tile Display 
 
Metal Floor Tile Display Rack 
Model NO.:WTD001 
Materials: Metal Steel Tube and Welded Wire 
Dimensions: H183cm*W75cm*D36cm 
Capacity to hold up to: 
Various Size (12" Min Width) SKUs 
Graphics & Signage: 
Blank Black 3mm Sign 
 
This metal floor tile display rack is ideal for you to display your samples of tiles, ceramics, glass, 
Hardwood, Marble, Granite, Wood, etc. Your tile samples can be big or small. The tile display 
rack will be made to meet your exact specifications.  
 
The tile display rack is made of metal steel tube and welded wire, which support amounts of 
weight to ensure the tiles or ceramics security. 
 
There is a blank black metal panel on the top of this tile display stand, which can hold your sign or 
branding. 
 
 
Metal Waterfall Ceramic Tile Display 
Model NO.:WTD002 
Materials: Metal Steel 
Assembled Measurements: H37"*W*10.5"* D32"  
Color: Black 
Finishing: Powder coating 
Feature: Floor Display 
Style: Tile Display 
Steel construction 
Made for your need 
 
This Metal Waterfall Ceramic Tile Display fit for displaying your samples of ceramic tile, stone, 
marble, granite, wood, etc. in your shop. The tile display can be manufactured to meet your 
specific, your sample size and quantity. If you want customize the tile display, please offer the 
below information first. 
 
l What samples will you display in this rack? Tile, hardwood or marble, etc? 
l What size of your samples will be shown in this tile display? 
l How many samples will you plan to show in this tile display?  
l What is the approximate weight of one sample? 
l How many displays do you want? 
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Metal Ceramic Tile Display Stand 
Model NO.:WTD003 
Materials: Steel Tube and Sheet Metal Channel 
Assembled Measurements: 
Height: 65" Width: 16" Depth: 23" 
Capacity to hold up to: 15 - 24" x 24" x 3/8" SKUs 
Feature: Floor Stand 
Style: Tile Display 
Iron Construction 
Export Port: Xiamen Port, China 
 
Description: 
 
This metal ceramic tile display stand is made of metal tube and metal sheets which is strong 
enough to support amount of weight. With a simple but smart shape, this metal display is popular 
in retail stores, because the tile display has a very big function. The metal tile rack can be use to 
display ceramic tile, marble tile, stone, carpet sample boards, bathroom tiles, glass tiles, pavers, 
hardwoods, laminates, etc. Small footprint saves floor space.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Metal Staggered Tile Display Stand 
Model NO.:WTD004-WTD004B 
Material: Metal Tube and Sheet Metal 
Dimensions: W96cm*H190cm*D58cm 
Hold up to 45pcs tiles with size of 40*40cm 
Finish: Powder coating 
Color: Black or white 
Style: Tile Display 
Feature: Floor stand 
Metal construction 
 
 
 
Description: 
 
This staggered tile display stand is made of metal tube and sheet metal which support amount 
weight. This metal display stand is designed to be a unique shape which looks like 3 individual tile 
displays connected. With a big capacity to hold up to 45pcs tiles, this metal staggered tile display 
stand takes up very small footprint but saves much floor space. This tile display rack is very 
popular in tile retail stores and supermarket to display various tiles. 
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Rotating Ceramic Tile Display Rack 
Model NO.: WTD005 
Materials: Steel Tube & Sheet Metal with Wood Grain Base 
Assembled Measurements: H83"*W31"* D31" 
Capacity to hold up to: 60 - 18" x 18" x 3/8" 
Color of metal part: Black or your special colors 
Finishing of metal part: Powder coating 
Feature: Rotating 
Style: Floor display 
Made to fit your specific need! 
 
Description: 
 
This rotating ceramic tile display rack is popular to use in the shops or stores of ceramic tiles, 
stones, glass, woods, etc. The rotating base is easily to be rotated to display your ceramic tile 
samples 360 degrees to your customers. The top part of the tile display is a round black metal 
panel which can be put on your signs or brandings. 
 
This rotating tile display rack can be manufactured to the sizes and quantity of your tile samples. 
If you want customized tile display, please offer us below some information first. 
 
What samples will you display in this rack? Tile, hardwood or marble, etc? 
What size of your samples will be shown in this tile display? 
How many samples will you plan to show in this tile display?  
What is the approximate weight of one sample? 
How many displays do you want? 
 
 
 
 
Steel Flooring Tile Display Stand 
Model NO.:WTD006 
Materials: Metal Tube & Welded Wire 
Assembled Measurements: H 65"* W31"* D 24" 
Color: Black 
Finishing: Powder coating 
Blank Black Sign 
 
 
Description: 
 
Made of metal steel, this flooring display stand has a thick base, which ensures the display to 
support amount weight of the flooring samples, such as ceramic tile, stone, wood, granite and 
marble, etc. 
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The shape of this flooring display is very similar to a newspaper display stand. The flooring 
samples in this display can be seen and picked up easily by your customers. There is a blank black 
sheet on the top of this flooring which can show your sign or branding. Believe this display will be 
very useful in your shop to display your samples and helpful for good selling your flooring 
products to your clients. 
 
Custom-made display is welcomed. If you want to customize this display, please offer us below 
some information first. 
 
What samples will you display in this rack? Tile, hardwood or marble, etc? 
What size of your samples will be shown in this tile display? 
How many samples will you plan to show in this tile display?  
What is the approximate weight of one sample? 
How many displays do you want? 
 
 
 
 
 
Iron Countertop Glass Tile Display 
Model NO.:WTD007 
Materials: Metal Sheet and Welded Wire 
Assembled Measurements: H13.5"*W18"*D 6" 
Capacity to hold up to: Various Sized Samples up to 3/8" Thick 
Color: Black 
Finishing: Powder coating. 
Feature: Countertop Display 
Style: Glass tile display 
Steel Iron construction 
Accept custom display 
 
 
 
Description: 
 
This iron glass tile display looks so cute to be set on your countertop displaying the small samples 
of glass tiles. The display both fit for samples of ceramic tile, stone, marble, wood, granite, etc. 
There is a blank black sheet on the front of the counter tile display showing your sign and 
branding. With small footprint, the countertop display saves the floor space of your shop.  
 
Usually the glass tile display is finished in black color. We also can design it to other special 
colors and sizes. Custom-made display is welcomed. If you want to customize this display, please 
contact us. 
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Counter Top Ceramic Tile Display 
Model No.:WTD008 
Assembled Measurements: H 8.5"*W 22"*D10.75" 
Capacity to hold up to: 55 - 4" x 4" SKUs 
Materials: Steel Sheet Metal and Welded Wire 
Color: Black 
Finishing: Powder coating 
Feature: Countertop display 
Style: tile display 
Wire construction 
Sign panel on the front 
Made for your specification 
 
Description: 
 
This counter top ceramic tile display is made of steel sheet and welded wire. Fit for ceramic tile, 
stone, wood, marble, granite or other flooring products, the countertop display is designed to hold 
many small samples with small footprint saving your floor space. With a black metal plate on the 
lower front, the countertop tile display displays your sign and branding clearly. 
 
The countertop ceramic tile display is manufactured to meet your detail requirements. You should 
let us know the size of the sample you will put in this display. How many samples will you display? 
What color of the finishing do you want? We will offer a practice countertop ceramic tile display 
for you. 
 
 
Floor Slab Stone Display Rack 
Model NO.:WTD009 
Materials: Steel Tube and Sheet Metal 
Assembled Measurements: H 60"*W47"*D20" 
Capacity to hold up to: Various - 12" x 12" up to 48" x 12" x 1.25" SKUs 
Color: Black 
Finishing: Powder coating 
Feature: Floor Display 
Style: Slab stone display 
Wire construction 
Accept customized displays 
 
Description: 
 
Made of metal steel tube and metal sheet, the floor slab stone display rack supports amount weight 
of slab stones. This floor slab stone display rack fit for displaying kitchen or bath small samples of 
slab stone, ceramic tile, marble, granite, wood, glass tile and any other flooring products. Our 
stone display is wildly used in shops or show room to display their flooring samples. 
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Our floor slab stone display rack can be designed to your need and specification, your size and 
quantity of the stone samples. If you want customized displays, please answer below questions 
first. 
 
How many samples do you want to put in the display? 
What size is the sample? 
How many stone displays do you want? 
What color of the finishing do you want? 
 
 
Ceramic Tile Sample Board Display 
Model NO.:WTD010 
Materials: Channel iron, square tube 
Color: Black or any other specially colors 
Finishing: Powder coated 
Feature: tile display 
Style: Floor display 
Function: displaying the flooring products such as ceramic tile, wood, stone 
Metal construction 
Big capacity but small footprint 
Fit for your specific needs! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: 
 
This WTD010 ceramic tile sample board display is made of high quality raw materials and 
advanced technology which ensures the tile display rack is of global quality standards and norms 
to support amount weight of tile samples. 
 
The ceramic tile sample board display is designed to display your favorite flooring samples, such 
as ceramic tile, glass tile, hardwood tile, stone, wood, granite, marble, etc. in retailer shops and 
showroom. 
 
Manufactured to your sizes, quantity and finishing colors, the tile sample display can be expanded 
or minimized to suit your specific needs. If you want a customized tile display, please note below 
questions. 
 
• What samples will you display in this rack? 
• How many samples will you want to show in this display? Need the thickness as well. 
• How many units or tile displays will you need? 
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Metal Waterfall Tile Display 
Model NO.:WTD011 
Material: Metal steel 
Overall height: 39" 
Footprint 18"x28" 
Hold 16 tile samples 
Color: Black 
Finishing: Powder coating. 
Feature: waterfall display 
Style: Display rack 
Function: Flooring 
Wire construction 
Made for your need! 
 
With a very simply shape, the Metal Waterfall Tile Display is designed to display your flooring 
samples, such as ceramic tile, wood, glass tile, marble, granite, etc. The waterfall display is so 
popular in new shops and show rooms. Believe the display will helpful for your business. 
 
With a metallic frame, the waterfall tile display is sturdy enough to support up to 16pcs tile 
samples with size of 24' x 24" and 3/4" thickness. If you want your own tile display, please offer 
us the below information first. 
 
How many samples will you show in the waterfall display? 
What is the size of your tile sample? 
How many waterfall displays do you want? 
What color of the finishing do you want? 
 
 
 
Metal Floor Waterfall Tile Display 
Model NO.: WTD012 
Made of metal  
Footprint: 16"*25" 
Height: 45" 
Capacity: 10pcs tile samples 
Size of each sample: of 10"*10"*1" to 24"*24"*1" 
 
 
 
Description: 
 
Made of metal , this floor waterfall tile display is sturdy enough to hold 10 pieces samples from 
10"*10" to 24"*24" and 1" thick. The metal waterfall display is ideal to put in shops and show 
rooms to display your flooring samples of stone, ceramic tile, glass tile, marble, granite, wood, etc. 
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Usually the tile display is powder coated black, but you can choose other special colors. The tile 
display can be designed to meet your need and specification. First, please note below some 
questions. 
 
How many samples will you show in the waterfall display? 
What is the size of your tile sample? 
How many waterfall displays do you want? 
What color of the finishing do you want? 
 
 
 
 
Large Format Loose Tile Display 
Model NO.:WTD013 
Material: Metal frame and welded wire 
Capacity: 16pcs tile sample totally, 8pcs each side 
Dimensions: 24” width & 1/4" - 3/8" thickness 
Feature: large format 
Style: A-frame shape display 
Function: Flooring, such as loose tile 
Wire construction 
Custom-made display accepted 
 
 
Description: 
 
With an A-frame shape, this loose tile display is specially designed to show your loose tiles 
samples with large format up to 24” width with 1/4" - 3/8" thickness. The large format space will 
present your tile samples maximum to your clients. Your customers will view nearly 7" of each 
tile sample, with a full view of the bottom most sample on both sides. 
 
Made of metal, the large format loose tile display is strong enough to support up to 16 pieces tile 
samples totally, each side holding 8 pieces tiles. If the samples are smaller, the quantity shown in 
the display will be larger. The 3" tall steel channels will ensure the heavy tile samples security 
enough. 
 
Usually the tile display is powder coated black, but you can choose other special colors. The tile 
display can be designed to meet your need and specification. First, please note below some 
questions. 
 
How many samples will you show in the waterfall display? 
What is the size of your tile sample? 
How many tile displays do you want? 
What color of the finishing do you want? 
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Metal Showroom Tile Display Stand 
Model NO.: WTD014 
Material: Metal steel 
Capacity: up to 10 pieces samples 
Dimensions of each sample: 24" x 24" 
Color: Black or your special colors 
Surface finishing: Powder coated 
Style: Tile display 
Function: flooring, such as hardwood tile, stone, wood, etc. 
Customized display is welcomed. 
 
Description: 
 
Made of metal, this showroom tile display stand is sturdy enough to hold up to 10 pieces samples 
with size of 24" x 24". This metal display stand will work great in the new shops or showrooms 
displaying the flooring your beautiful samples of ceramic tile, glass tile, hardwood tile, granite, 
marble, wood, stone, etc. The tile display will be helpful for your business. 
 
If your want to display the samples with own sizes, it is welcomed to design the tile display to 
meet your sizes and quantity. Custom-made tile display is welcomed. However, firstly, please 
answer below questions. 
 
How many samples will you show in the tile display? 
What is the size of your tile sample? 
How many tile displays do you want? 
What color of the finishing do you want? 
 
 
 
 
 
Metal Waterfall Tile Display Rack 
Model NO.:WTD015 
Material: Made of Metal steel 
Color: Black 
Surface Finishing: Powder coating 
Feature: Metal Display 
Style: Floor rack 
Function: For stone, ceramic tiles, etc. 
 
Description: 
 
This Metal Waterfall Tile Display Rack is made of metal which is tested so many times to ensure 
the display can support amount weight of stones or tile samples.  
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This display rack is ideal to be set in your shop to show your samples of ceramic tile, stone, 
marble, granite, wood, glass, etc. We can made the tile display to meet your specifications, your 
samples’ size and quantity. Usually, this tile display is finished in black color, but if need, we can 
also make the display to other colors to match your shop. 
 
If you want to custom the display rack, please offer below information first. 
 
l What samples will you display in this rack? Tile, hardwood or marble, etc? 
l What size of your samples will be shown in this tile display? 
l How many samples will you plan to show in this tile display?  
l What is the approximate weight of one sample? 
l How many displays do you want? 
 
 
 
 
Black Countertop Ceramic Tile Display 
Model NO.: WTD016 
Material: Metal Steel 
Capacity: hold up to 36 pieces  
Sample size: 6" x 6" x 1/2" 
Color: Black 
Finishing: Powder coated 
Feature: Countertop 
Style: Tile display 
Function: Display flooring, such as ceramic tile, stone, granite, marble, wood, etc. 
Sign/branding put on the front 
Small footprint saving much space 
Countertop style saves the floor space 
Suit for your specific needs. 
 
This countertop ceramic tile display is designed to display your beautiful flooring samples 
including ceramic tile, stone, hardwood tile, glass tile, granite, marble, wood, etc. in the shope or 
showroom. The countertop ceramic tile display has a big capacity to hold up to 36pcs tile samples 
with the size of 6" x 8" x 1/2". 
 
With a small footprint, the ceramic tile display fit to be set on the countertop to save the floor 
space. If your sample sizes and quantity are different, we can design and manufactured a tile 
display to meet your detail requirements. Please answer below questions first. 
 
How many samples will you show in this countertop tile display? 
What is the size of your tile sample? 
How many tile displays do you want? 
What color of the finishing do you want? 
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Ceramic Tile Showroom Display Standing 
Model NO.: WTD017 
Material: Metal steel 
Capacity: Hold up to 36 pieces tile samples 
Color: Black or other special colors 
Surface finishing: Powder coated 
Feature: 
Style: Display Stand 
Function: display flooring products. 
Small footprint saving floor space 
Suit for your specific needs! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: 
 
Made of metal, this ceramic tile showroom display standing is sturdy to hold up to 36 pieces 
ceramic tiles, stone, glass tile, hardwood tile, marble, granite, wood and any other flooring 
products in shops and showrooms. Big capacity but small footprint, this tile display saves much 
floor space for you.  
 
 
This ceramic tile display can also be designed to be rotate model for 360 degree viewing. In fact, 
we can manufactured the ceramic tile display standing to your specific needs including the sizes, 
quantity, thickness and colors. We are happy to make a customized tile display stand for you. 
Please reply below questions first. 
 
 
• What tile samples will you display in this rack? 
• How many samples will you want to show in this display? 
• Would you like this display to rotate? 
• How many units or displays will you need? 
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Rotating Ceramic Tile Display Stand 
Model NO.:WTD018 
Made of Metal 
Footprint: W46cm*D46cm*H125cm 
Shelves: Up to 40pcs 
Dimensions of each shelf: 38cm*13cm 
Color: Black 
Finishing: Powder coated 
Rotating base for easy viewing and strong support 
Feature: Rotating base with metal shelves 
Style: Floor Display 
Function: Displaying Tile 
Made to your specifications 
 
This rotating ceramic tile display stand has up to 40 steel shelves to display your listello tile, 
mosaic tiles or decos. The base of this ceramic tile display is 360 degree rotating which is able to 
display the tile samples to your customers’ maximum visibility from any vantage point. With so 
huge visibility, the rotating ceramic tile display has very small footprint which can save the floor 
space of your shop or stores. 
 
We can make this style rotating tile display according to your specification. Please note reply us 
below information first. 
 
• What tile samples will you display in this rack? 
• How many samples will you want to show in this display? 
• Would you like this display to rotate? 
• How many units or displays will you need? 
 
 
Metal Brick Paver Display Shelves 
Model NO.:WTD019 
Material: Metal tubular steel and steel shelves 
Color: Black or any other specially colors 
Finishing: Powder coated 
Feature: display Shelves 
Style: Brick display 
Function: display brick, paver, veneers & rocks 
Wire construction 
Fit for your needs! 
 
 
This display stand fit for displaying your beautiful samples of bricks, pavers, veneers and rocks. 
We are happy to manufacture this display stand to your specific needs and specification including 
the size, thickness and quantity of your samples. 
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Showing many samples or less is up to you. Custom-made display is welcomed. We can make this 
display shelves to your specific needs. Please note reply us below information first. 
 
• What samples will you display in this rack? 
• How many samples will you want to show in this display? Need the thickness as well. 
• How many units or brick displays will you need? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Frame Tile Display Rack 
Model NO.:WTD020 
Material: Metal 
Capacity: Hold up to 30pcs tiles (15pcs each side) 
Dimensions of sample: 24" x 24" 
Color: Black or any other specially colors 
Finishing: Powder coated 
Feature: Both sides 
Style: Floor display 
Function: displaying the flooring products 
Wire construction 
Fit for your specific needs! 
No assembly needed! 
Folded flat for shipments saves delivery space and costs. 
 
 
 
 
Description: 
 
With a unique shape of "V-Channel" A-Frame, this tile display is suitable to be set in the shop and 
showrooms displaying your favorite samples of ceramic tile, stone, glass tile, hardwood tile, 
granite, marble, wood and any other flooring products. 
 
This tile display holds up to 30 pieces tiles samples totally (15pcs per side) with the sample size of 
24" x 24". 
 
Made of metal, the tile display is tested many times to be stability, strength, durability and very 
easy of use. The tile display rack can be fold flat for easy shipments. There is almost no assembly. 
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Iron Waterfall Tile Display Stand 
Model NO.:WTD021 
Material: Metal Steel 
Capacity: 6 pieces tile samples 
Dimensions of header sign: 24"H x 18"W 
Color: Black or any other specially colors 
Finishing: Powder coated 
Feature: Waterfall display 
Style: Floor display 
Function: displaying the flooring products such as ceramic tile, wood, stone 
Wire construction 
Fit for your specific needs! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: 
 
 
This iron waterfall tile display stand is designed for collection of up to 6 pieces of flooring 
samples, such as ceramic tile, glass tile, hardwood tile, stone, wood, marble and granite. The free 
standing V-Channel display is very popular in flooring shops and showrooms because the tile 
display is very sturdy as well as eye catching. There is a very big header frame with size of 
24”H*18”W and the bottom frame to show your sign and branding clearly. 
 
 
With a welded wire frame, the tile display is extremely sturdy to support the tile samples. This 
waterfall tile display can be designed to your specific needs and specification. If you want a 
customized tile display, please note below questions. 
 
 
• What samples will you display in this rack? 
• How many samples will you want to show in this display? Need the thickness as well. 
• How many units or tile displays will you need? 
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Floor Tile Sample Display Stand 
Model NO.WTD022 
Material: Metal Steel 
Color: Black or any other specially colors 
Finishing: Powder coated 
Feature: Adjustable Shelves 
Style: Floor display 
Function: displaying the flooring products such as ceramic tile, wood, stone 
Metal construction 
Fit for your specific needs! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: 
 
Designed for flooring retailers, this floor tile display stand provides a good solution to display 
your flooring samples including the ceramic tile, glass tile, hardwood tile, stone, wood, marble 
and granite in shops and showroom for the commercial function. 
 
 
Using high quality metal raw material and advanced technology at our production, our tile display 
is very strong to support amount of the tile samples. The tile display stand is very easy to be 
assembled. We accept OEM. We can manufacture the tile display to meet your sizes, quantity and 
sizes. 
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Rotating Wing Sample Tile Display 
Model NO.:WTD023~WTD023b 
Material: Metal Steel 
Color: Black or any other specially colors 
Finishing: Powder coated 
Feature: Adjustable Shelves 
Style: Floor display 
Function: displaying the flooring products such as ceramic tile, wood, stone 
Metal construction 
Big capacity but small footprint 
Fit for your specific needs! 
 
This rotating wing tile sample display is made of high quality raw materials and advanced 
technology which ensures the tile display rack is of global quality standards and norms to support 
amount weight of tile samples. 
 
The rotating wing tile display provides a good solution to display your favorite flooring samples, 
such as ceramic tile, glass tile, hardwood tile, stone, wood, granite, marble, etc. in retailer shops 
and showroom. 
 
With very big capacity, this corner page tile display rack holds tile samples in a small footprint 
that rotates for easy of viewing. It is very easy and convenient to use this tile display. When you 
want to see some sample, just flip the page. You can decide to put the samples large or small, 
many or less. 
 
The wing rack can be expanded or minimized to suit your specific needs. If you want a 
customized tile display, please note below questions. 
 
• What samples will you display in this rack? 
• How many samples will you want to show in this display? Need the thickness as well. 
• How many units or tile displays will you need? 
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